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There are fewer and fewer young drivers filling in feeder series' grids, which makes wondering how 

did the F3 EuroSeries - created with several national F3 series - happen to have only 13 single seaters? 

And why does the F2 not succeed in maintaining around 20 single seaters as they did last year? 

AutoGP with almost 15 single seaters and Superleague Formula with the same number last weekend at 

Adria are also disciplines bringing on the table the following question: are there too many feeder 

series? 

The emerging idea within the FIA is that every driver has to attend a F3ES season to fight against the 

disaffection of the discipline. Far from approving the idea which would have delayed (or prevented) 

the arrival of very good F1 drivers who already proved they were good enough, we notice here that it 

is a means for the FIA to fight against the increasingly significant presence of Renault in the feeder 

series' pattern. Although they have been in feeder series for a long time, Renault has managed to take a 

role more than incontournable since 2004, for instance when they replaced F3000 by GP2.  

Mingling Briatore's commercial skills with Bruno Michel's promoter ones, the series managed to 

fulfill its duties. Renaming and increasingly globalizing the World Series by Nissan into World Series 

by Renault immediately afterwards guaranteed a media omnipresence. The two disciplines combined 

the most elevated competitions supported by Renault and Nissan. And then this year, the GP3 had 

almost terrible consequences to the F3ES because they lost half of its drivers, gathering only thirteen 

drivers! As there were more assets in F3UK, the F3ES championship's health became even more than 

precarious... Just as the low-rated - and more recent - series that was the International Formula Master, 

which never started this season because they lacked teams and drivers. 

This series had been criticized quite early, as were many disciplines that were maintained more or less 

artificially. For instance, let's think about the AutoGP - former Euro Formule 3000 and then Euroseries 

3000, as well as the "new" F2. And there is no choice but to accept that the arguments we heard were 

more than accurate. With the multiplication of disciplines neither bringing innovation nor being more 

technical, the landscape of competitions was becoming larger than the structures' capacities. It is the 

same for the drivers filling up the grids: the increasing number of them created a funnel increasingly 

large that made it difficult to access upper categories. The opportunities to do so are fewer and fewer, 

so the future of certain young drivers in single seaters seems darker and darker. 

We can also notice that, as for the structures and for the drivers, the context isn't the best to find 

sponsors. The green ayatollahs knock on big firms that used to sponsor motorsport actors. And the 

tobacco brands are not there anymore, so is alcohol (for the most part). Certain low-rated series' 

organizers thought they could get round the issue by managing all the expenses, but without a main 

sponsor it became trickier. We recently talked about Superleague Formula – a series which is to reach 

its equilibrium this year in the best case, for it is the year when the teams are requested to become 

autonomous financially. Besides, if the grid in this discipline is going to reduce, the teams talk about 

financial difficulties responsible for their absences. And this is all the more obvious in other less 

famous disciplines – hence the interest, in my opinion, to establish a vast rationalization within feeder 

series. Because since they have to keep fewer categories, those categories will be more complete than 

before. The level will be all the more elevated because the series' dispersion consequently brought a 

lower level - more drivers repeating a year, more pay drivers paying whole seasons. Beyond very 

primary and nationalist interests of certain promoters, such a consultation would be rather saving, 

especially in this upcoming transitional era for the whole motorsport, from F1 to rookie series. 
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